P53 and beta catenin expression in chronic ulcerative colitis--associated polypoid dysplasia and sporadic adenomas: an immunohistochemical study.
In patients with chronic ulcerative colitis (CUC), polypoid dysplastic lesions (PDLs) are morphologically similar to sporadic adenomas (SAs), but may be biologically distinct from them and are managed differently. p53 mutations have been shown to occur at an earlier phase in the progression of CUC-associated neoplasia when compared with sporadic colon carcinogenesis. In contrast, APC gene mutations are common and occur at an earlier stage in the development of SA. beta catenin is a cell membrane protein that accumulates in the nucleus of colon cancer cells in response to APC gene mutations. This study was performed to test the hypothesis that CUC-associated PDLs have a different molecular profile than do CUC-associated SAs and therefore may be distinguished on this basis. Mucosal biopsy specimens of 38 benign polypoid epithelial neoplasms (17 CUC-associated PDLs and 21 CUC-associated SAs) from 33 patients with CUC and 13 SAs from patients without CUC (controls) were immunohistochemically stained for p53 and beta catenin and graded as follows: 0 = no staining, 1+ = <50% of cells positive, and 2+ = > or =50% of cells positive. The results were correlated with the clinical and histologic features and compared between the two CUC-associated polyp subgroups. Overall, six (16%) polyps were p53-positive, of which five were CUC-associated PDLs (one 1+ and four 2+) and one was a CUC-associated SA (1+) (p = 0.05). Strong (2+) p53 positivity was detected, however, in only CUC-associated PDLs (4 of 5; 80%). Nine of 32 polyps evaluated for beta catenin were positive and included 1 (8%) of 12 CUC-associated PDLs and 8 (40%) of 20 CUC-associated SAs (p = 0.06). Two of the nine beta catenin polyps were strongly positive, and both were CUC-associated SAs. Non-CUC-associated (control) SAs were positive for p53 and beta catenin in 2 (15%) of 13 and 6 (46%) of 13 cases, but none in a strong (2+) fashion. No differences were observed in p53 or beta catenin staining, between CUC-associated and non-CUC-associated SAs. Neither p53 nor beta catenin expression correlated with any clinical or pathologic features, including size and degree of dysplasia of the polyps. CUC-associated PDLs and CUC-associated SAs may have a different molecular genotype. In patients with CUC, the combination of strong p53 expression and absent or weak beta catenin expression is evidence in favor of a CUC-associated PDL in diagnostically difficult lesions. Furthermore, CUC-associated and non-CUC-associated SAs have a similar P53 and beta catenin immunophenotype and thus provide evidence that they are pathogenetically related neoplasms regardless of the presence or absence of colitis.